Texture and layered complexity prevail this season as textile creatives explore the unique sensibilities that occur when the artful imperfections of the hand-wrought are combined with the precision of technology. The result of this alliance will inspire and delight designers as they select their materials for Spring 2017. Enjoy!

Premiere Vision proposes a playful and energetic palette this spring season. Color infused neutrals and powdery pales off-set a range of warm fleshy tones while magnetic darks and luminous brights round out the dazzling color story. Have fun with it.

Premiere Vision has made some exciting changes and there are more to come! In an ongoing effort to provide better ways to serve the Textile Industry and buyers in the North American market, this global fashion organization has demonstrated their commitment to this market by expanding the New York Show to include not only Fabrics/Weavers, Design/Prints, Trims/Accessories but also Leather and Manufacturing. Blossom, a new fabric show comprised of a select group of weavers, will debut in Paris prior to Premiere Vision New York. Exact dates are pending.

(All the mills showcase their collection at Premiere Vision.)
Well known for their remarkable finishes, this Italian supplier offers fabrics in a variety of weights and constructions ranging from sheer shirting to densely packed doubles in synthetic, natural fibers and blends. Textured stretch matelassé patterns and golden matte shine reversible jacquards are exquisite. Sheer stripes and pique weaves are highly appealing in their understated refinement.

This Barcelona mill creates rustic cotton blend jacquards in highly graphic pattern mixes, reversible floral patterns and ethnic inspired motifs.

In stock with quick sample delivery, this impressive collection offers knit, woven, print and solid articles. Sumptuous novelty offerings include sequin tweed jacketing, over-embroidered denim, all-over sequin patterns, metallic shear knits, reversible faux leathers, mesh and novelty mesh stripes to name just a few.

This vertical mill specializes in stretch lace and crochet in synthetic and cotton blends. They offer many patterns and weights and are willing to customize design and color.

The oldest lace mill in France, Darquer was established in 1840 and is now part of the esteemed Noyon Group. This heritage mill produces exquisitely beautiful lace using the latest technologies. Some highlights of the season: Corded abstract patterned laces in luscious colors, a highly dimensional floral lace pattern with calender finish, geometric patterned laces, levers with iridescent plaiting, and overprinted, over-embroidered corded items that are truly enchanting!

Well known for solid piece dyed fabrics that are anything but basic, this Japanese mill specializes in unique constructions with modern finishes. Some highlights from the collection, classic double face luster satins and reversible crepe constructions in solid piece dye, and novelties such as lacquered crepe, chunky mesh constructions and iridescent feather weight shirting.
GRATA COS
This high energy color coordinated collection offers unique novelties, prints, jacquards and embellished items. Black and white classic men’s wear patterns in all over sequins are fresh and fun. Bright stylized floral jacquards, luminous metallic jacquards in abstract brush strokes and intricate silver metallic jacquards are show stoppers.

JUNIOR SRL
This custom house produces a stunning collection of embroideries, macramé and guipure designs as well as laser cut articles. Particularly beautiful are the luminescent open guipure patterns and feather weight fringed floral laces in soft golden metallic colors.

MALHIA KENT
The ever adventurous design team at this mill has created a collection of complex, stunningly beautiful, deconstructed jacquards that are highly appealing. Some evoke ancient treasures with their distressed appearance and old-gold metallic threads while others, utilizing cellophane yarns, vibrant bright colors and whimsical fringes have a more playful feel. Light weight silk/metallic jacquards are exquisite in soft pastel colors on neutral satin ground.

MAGAZZINI MERCERIE FROM BASICS TO BEJEWELLED, THIS RESOURCE STOCKS ALL TRIMS IN ITALY AS PREPACKS. THE QUANTITY VARIES BY ARTICLE BUT MINIMUMS ARE LOW.

MICHELE LEMAIRE
This highly experimental creator of novelty inspirations presents a highly romantic and modern collection of embroideries. White washed herringbone corded patterns contrast with romantic embroidered chiffon lattice confections. On the industrial side, a group of embossed scuba patterns are intriguing.

MIROGLIO
The design team at this Italian mill created a powerful print collection that accentuates movement and color-play. The result is energetic, compelling and highly emotional. Deconstructed Palm leaves swirl about in a tie dye sundrenched day dream, wide-set painterly stripes crash around like a stormy ocean and water drenched stripes melt together in a sea of color.

INWOOL
This Italian maker of knitted product, produces an extensive collection of high quality and high fashion that is sure to please. Elegant novelties abound such as a metallic feather weight reversible pique, sheer stripe jacquards and metallic coated terry. On the more casual side; high loop metallic terry, textured stripes and double knit denim are basics with a twist.

GRATACOS METALLIC SILK JACQUARD
MAGAZZINI MERCERIE METALLIC TRIM
Michele Lemaire Copper Metallic Corded Pattern Metallic Corded Chiffon
Inwool Open Mesh Jacquard Denim Terry Stripe
Gratacos Metallic Silk Jacquard
Inwool Open Mesh Jacquard Denim Terry Stripe
Junior Metallic Guipure Lace
Junior Guipure Lace
Magazzini Mercerie Metallic Trim
Malhia Kent Matelassee Jacquard
Miroglio Color Wash Print
Malhia Kent Matelassee Jacquard
Miroglio Color Wash Print
Miroglio Color Wash Print
NEW TESS

This artful collection is high drama executed with subtle sophistication — neutrals and pastels never looked better. Huge geometric panels in silk cotton are pure luxe while jumbo plaid fil coupe in chalky pastels and oversize stripe repeats in tie patterns are simply stunning.

PHILEA

This season is all about texture and Philea does not disappoint with their lustrous cotton blend jacquards in mini patterns and matte cotton stretch jacketing in interesting patterns of swirling florals and geometrics.

RATTI

As always, Ratti Dona Collection offers many exquisitely beautiful print bases from solid compact plains to elaborate fil coupe jacquards. The print collection highlights: super-sized floral prints, whimsical pinstripes on cotton stretch poplin, vibrant colored jacquards on silk viscose double face and a witty group of conversational prints.

RICAMIFICIO PAOLO

This collection of embellished items inspired by nature is artfully executed in modern materials: densely placed 3-D laser-cut flowers create a highly appealing tactile surface; organza flower petals are scattered randomly on a wide open mesh ground and a geometric cotton macramé pattern sports a unexpected deconstructed border.

O’JERSEY

This knit specialist makes a major eco push in the spring summer collection, utilizing recycled nylon fibers and organic cotton in many of their articles. Luxe silk jersey, sumptuous linen silk garza, bonded knit laces, silk cotton devore and double mesh, are just a few of the highly innovative articles that make this collection outstanding.

ROBERTO FANTOCCHI

A playful collection of supersized fil coupe designs in tonal, bicolor and multicolor variations on all over and border designs. Witty jacquards of jungle scenes complete with Monkeys and Giraffes are sure to put a smile on your face.
RODILOSSO SRL
This high end Italian print mill located in Como Italy, specializes in digital prints created from original handmade artworks. Their in-house design team creates seasonal collections and they offer custom service and exclusivity.

SOPHIE HALLETTE
The creatives at this esteemed mill have assembled a stunning collection of technical and aesthetic delights. On the delicate side, a twenty-one point bicolor geometric levers lace and crystal bejeweled point d’esprit are exquisitely beautiful. Embellishment is dramatic and unique in an over embroidered geometric swirl pattern, embellished with braided metallic thread and a classic chantilly pattern is given a modern twist with and over-embroidered polished raffia yarn.

VELCOREX
This maker of fine cotton fabrics presents a collection with a plenty of basics solids in interesting finishes for casual wear. Prints are an important part of the season. A group of barely-there prints in soft pastel tones on a luxurious cotton sateen base and neutral florals and geometric patterns on a gently distressed cotton hopsack stretch are soft to the touch and highly appealing.

SOLSTISS
This high-end lace mill is making news this season with their stunning oversized lace patterns, playful geometrics and dreamy pastel floral concoctions where one colorway is more beautiful than the next! Over embellished patterns and cording effects add dimension, bonding, coatings, incrustations and silicone treatments add a modern touch.

SOUL FABRICA TESSUTI
This very special collection offers a wide variety of articles from rustic, cotton and linen novelty yarn dye patterns and ethnic inspired tribal jacquards to refined matte shine solids in viscose blend.

WSG WELLFIT
This global resource for buttons and accessories creates inspirational collections several times a year. What they pride themselves on is helping designers from concept through production to create brand-right trims and accessories at affordable prices with reasonable minimums. Their highly creative approach will be an asset to your design team. The product and presentation are truly inspirational.